
Old Mill Global Studies 
Parent Education Night

November 19, 2019
6pm-7:30pm



Evening Agenda
● Rod Septka: Teaching for Global Competency
● Jason Deppong: The International Baccalaureate
● Teacher Presentations:

○ Aimee Demaret (3rd Grade)
○ Jennifer Butler (Kindergarten)
○ Rod Septka: 

■ Natalie Butler Work (5th Grade)
■ Jana Goodman Work (Library)

○ Maestra Emily (K-1 Spanish)
● Questions 
● Closing



What are the most 
significant challenges facing 

our world today?



Climate Change

Mass Migration

Global Networks



Global Competence Is a 21st 
Century Imperative

Public schools must prepare our young people to 
understand and address global issues, and educators 
must re-examine their teaching strategies and 
curriculum so that all students can thrive in this 
global and interdependent society.

                             —former NEA President Dennis Van Roekel



Strategic Plan
Vision Statement

Our learning community is 

dedicated to developing 

globally minded, 

compassionate, resilient, 

and courageous students 

empowered to learn and 

lead change in their 

world.

Mission Statement 

We provide a balanced education, enabling 

all students to achieve academic success in 

an environment that fosters 

social-emotional development, equity, 

and creativity. We prepare our students to 

be responsible, contributing members of 

our community, to be wise stewards of 

our natural environment, and to thrive 

as global citizens in a rapidly changing 

world.



Strategic Plan Objective 1

Balanced Learners
All students will learn in an environment that 
fosters social- emotional well-being, equity, 
global perspectives and awareness through 
inquiry and project-based instruction.



Global Partnerships





Empathy building

Appreciation for different 
perspectives

Learn about new cultures

Improves cognitive abilities 



Global Competence is defined as:

“...the disposition and capacity to 
understand and act on issues of 
global significance.”  



Four 

Domains of 

Global 

Competence



Mill Valley Learners Are:

This is the foundation on which to build the global competencies

Balanced
Critical Thinkers

Collaborative
Communicators

Courageous
Empathetic

Inquirers
Knowledgeable
Open-Minded

Principled
Perseverant
Reflective



Learner 
Profile 
Balanced

Critical Thinker
Collaborative

Communicator
Courageous
Empathetic

Inquirer
Knowledgeable
Open-Minded
Perseverant
Principled
Reflective



Principled:  Doing the right thing even if no one is looking. Even if you 
don’t get a reward.  It makes me feel proud on the inside.

“I was being principled, and I said to my mom I was principled 
and she thought I went to the principal’s office.””

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1DXmILtC93BRPeUoezVdTcyXJ81EMOZE3/preview


Second Grade Extraordinary People
A story... A story in progress





   





Not soft skills…
    …“critical” skills



Ways of Thinking
• Creativity and innovation
• Critical thinking, problem solving, decision making
• Learning to learn, metacognition

Ways of Working
• Communication
• Collaboration & teamwork

Tools for Working
• Information literacy
• ICT literacy

Living in the World
• Citizenship – local and global
• Life and career
• Personal & social responsibility – including cultural awareness and
competence

ATCS
10 Essential Skills

For Success in 
21st Century



Global Competence 

Equity
Social 

Emotional 
Learning

Learner Profile



5 Core CASEL 
Principles

(Collaborative for 
Academic, Social, 

and Emotional 
Learning)

Research, Practice, Policy

https://casel.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IflFLzG_Jc&list=PLqSvevVI2ir-MthHDHyBhgEvWVsjgqbzO&index=7&t=2s


Global 
Competence 

Social Emotional Learning

Balanced
Critical Thinker
Collaborative

Communicator
Courageous
Empathetic

Inquirer
Knowledgeable
Open-Minded
Perseverant
Principled
Reflective

CASEL 
Principles

Kimochis-Tools Toolbox-Tools

Self awareness

Self management

Social awareness

Relationship 
skills

Responsible 
decision making

Compassionate
Kind 

Courageous
Brave 

Collaborative
Respectful 
Responsible

Resilient

Empathy

Self -Mastery

Resilience

TOOLBOX strengthens 
frameworks...which 
offer the 'Why' and 
'What' of SEL. 
TOOLBOX provides 
the 'HOW' with 
practical strategies that 
work.



Learner 
Profile 
Balanced

Critical Thinker
Collaborative

Communicator
Courageous
Empathetic

Inquirer
Knowledgeable
Open-Minded
Perseverant
Principled
Reflective

  SEL
Social 
Awareness



Adopted 
2018



Global Competence & Equity

Global Competence is:
The dispositions and capacity 

to understand and act on 
issues of global significance

Equity is:
Raising the achievement of all 

students, while narrowing the gaps 
between the highest and lowest 

performing students, and eliminating 
the racial predictability and 

disproportionality of which student 
groups occupy the highest and 
lowest achievement categories

Mill Valley School District DEFINITIONS



Global Competence 

Equity



Global Competence 

Equity

Relationship 
Building

Curricular 
Decisions



Cultural Awareness/Perspective Taking

Inquiry Based Instruction

Concept Based Teaching and Learning  

Problem/Project Based Learning 

Focus on Global Context/Relevance 

Build Global Competencies  Asia Society

Global Competence Equity



Equality/Equity/Justice



Global 

Competence 

Indicators 

and 

Benchmarks 

Inventory



Integrating the domains and indicators into our 
assessments of students



Proposition:  When we embed 
social emotional learning into our 
teaching and address issues of 
equity, we help our students 
develop as global citizens.













The IB Mission Statement
The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, 
knowledgeable, and caring young people who help to create a better 
and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and 
respect.

To this end the organization works with schools, governments and 
international organizations to develop challenging programmes of 
international education and rigorous assessment.

The programmes encourage students across the world to become 
active, compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that other 
people, with their differences, can also be right.



Some IB History and Facts
•A non-profit education foundation established in 1968 in Geneva, 
Switzerland, with the Diploma Program (DP). The Middle Years 
Program (MYP) began in 1994, the Primary Years Program (PYP) 
in 1997, and the Career-Related Program (CP) in 2012.

• Originally attended primarily by children of diplomats and 
international business people looking for a high quality education 
transportable and consistent across the globe.

•Now there are  5,477 programs offered worldwide across 4,267 
schools (1,682 in the USA).

•About 91% of US IB schools are public.







•At the heart of all four IB programs is the Learner Profile, 
the values inherent to the IB continuum of international 
education K-12.

•IB programs promote the education of the whole 
person, emphasizing intellectual, personal, emotional 
and social development

•The IB believes these 10 attributes, and others like them, 
can help individuals and groups become responsible 
members of local, national and global communities.







Sienna
10/22/19

Hatchet  Character Trait Claim
THINKER

In the novel Hatchet by Gary Paulsen, the main character, Brian Robeson, is a 
thinker. Brian is a 13 year old boy stranded alone in the Canadian wilderness after his 
plane crashed in a deep lake. All he has is his hatchet. He uses it to help him survive. 
When Brian strikes the hatchet on a rock, sparks showered down from the rocks. 
After many attempts, Brian makes fire. Now he is warm, but he is still stranded. He 
must be a thinker and figure out what to do to get rescued. Brian demonstrates he 
is a thinker on page 101: “If he heard an engine he would run up with a burning limb 
and set off a signal fire.” As shown, Brian is thinking ahead about how he will get 
noticed by a nearby airplane.





Common Elements throughout IB Programs
•Teaching and Learning: Constructivist approach, prepares 
learners to engage with global challenges through inquiry, action, 
and reflection.

•Multilingualism and intercultural understanding: Learning through 
various forms of expression (including other languages), 
recognizing and reflecting on multiple perspectives, and exploring 
human commonality, diversity, and interconnection.

•Global engagement: Aspires to empower people to be active 
learners committed to service within the community, locally and 
globally. 



Common Elements throughout IB Programs

•Broad and balanced range of content: Broad range of 
content spanning academic subjects.

•Conceptual: Focuses on broad and powerful organizing ideas 
that have relevance within and across subject areas.

•Connected: Students encounter many subjects simultaneously 
throughout their programs of study, draw connections, pursue 
understandings across many fields, and learn about the world 
by reaching beyond the scope of individual subjects

 



The Primary Years Program (PYP)



The Primary Years Program (PYP)
The PYP believes…

● Student learning is best when relevant to the “real” world and 
transdisciplinary.

● It is an evolving guide to curriculum….with objectives, supporting 
theory, application of best practices, and effective and appropriate 
assessment.

● A balance is sought between acquisition of essential knowledge 
and skills, development of conceptual understanding, 
demonstration of positive attitudes, and taking responsible action. 



Five PYP Essential Elements



PYP Transdisciplinary Themes
Students inquire into, and learn about, six globally 
significant issues in the context of units of inquiry, 
each of which is created collaboratively and 
addresses a central idea relevant to a particular 
transdisciplinary theme. 
Lines of inquiry are identified in order to explore the 
scope of the central idea for each unit.



Six PYP Transdisciplinary Themes
•Who We Are

•Where We Are in Place and Time

•How We Express Ourselves

•How the World Works

•How We Organize Ourselves

•Sharing the Planet



PYP Transdisciplinary Theme
How The World Works

An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the 
interaction between the natural world (physical and 
biological) and human societies; how humans use their 
understanding of scientific principles; the impact of 
scientific and technological advances on society and on 
the environment



PYP Transdisciplinary Theme (5th)
How The World Works

Central Idea: Natural laws of physical and chemical 
science can be identified through investigation.

Lines of Inquiry:
• The methodology of science
• The process of investigation
• Creating chemical reactions
• The impact of physical and chemical reactions on earth

Learner Profile: Thinkers, Communicators, Knowledgeable



Six PYP Transdisciplinary Themes



A K-5 PYP School’s Program Of Inquiry (POI)



The Primary Years Program (PYP)



The PYP Exhibition
Final Year of the PYP

● Students carry out an extended, in-depth, collaborative project  

● Students work collaboratively to conduct an in-depth inquiry 
into real life issues or problems.  

● Students collectively synthesise all elements of the PYP to share 
with the whole school community.



The PYP Exhibition
Final Year of the PYP

● Provides teachers with a powerful and authentic process for 
assessing student understanding.

● A unique and significant opportunity for students to exhibit the 
attributes of the IB learner profile developed throughout their 
elementary education.

● Provides schools and students with a wonderful opportunity to 
celebrate the transition of learners to the next phase of their 
education.



The Primary Years Program Exhibition



The Primary Years Program Exhibition

www.ibo.org



Old Mill Teacher 
Presentations



Old Mill 
3rd Grade

Aimee Demaret

 



Central Idea 
The environment influences culture 

Learner Profile: Open Minded, Knowledgeable

· What is culture?
· What does indigenous mean?
· How does nature influence culture?
· What similarities and differences are there globally?
· How have non-indigenous groups changed indigenous culture? 
· What issues do indigenous people face today? 

 



Connection



Old Mill 
Kindergarten

Jennifer Butler























Old Mill 
5th Grade

Natalie Butler



Unit 
Planning



sometimes...Global is Local 
● Amplify Science Curriculum provided by the district 
● Costa Rican Ecosystem Restoration Project: Jaguars and Sloths are not 

growing and thriving. 
○ Student disconnect
○ No investment in the problem

● Use Mount Tamalpais Watershed to convey the same concept
○ Interdependent relationships
○ Health of an ecosystem is dependent on many factors
○ Study discovery through inquiry 



other times… Global is Broad 
 Mill Valley School District  
5th grade Social Studies 
Report Card 



History Social Science Content Standards - Content 
Standards (CA Dept of Education)



Case Study- Global Connections

Immigrate

Migrate 

Displaced

Germany- 1930’s
Cuba- 1994
Syria- 2015

Sudan-1985

Hunters from 
Asia followed big 
game across the 
Bering Strait and 
across North 
America-  
10,000 years ago



Case Study 
Through case studies, students make broader connections about global concepts 
such as the history and current movement patterns of humans. 

Literature, art, drama, research, all aid in their understanding and application of 
these big concepts. 



Old Mill 
K-5 Librarian

Jana Goodman











Old Mill 
K-1 Spanish

“Maestra” Emily Darawish









Questions?
(and perhaps a few answers…)



Closing






